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Atomic scale properties of quadrupole coupling constants (CQ) have been evaluated for singular and
paired 5-fluorouracil (FU) models. Structural possibilities and properties for various types of hydrogen
bonded (HB) homo pairs of FU have been investigated based on density functional theory (DFT) calcula-
tions. The models have been optimized to obtain the minimum energy level structures and only the pla-
nar molecular pairs have been considered. Various types of HB interactions have also managed the
molecular shapes for the FU pairs. Different types of energies and also electron transferring properties
have been investigated by the evaluated optimized properties. The atomic scale results indicated differ-
ent strengths of HB interactions for FU pairs according to the changes of CQ properties for atoms in the
singular and paired systems depending on the strength of interactions.

� 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Uracil, the characteristic nucleobase of ribonucleic acid (RNA),
is capable of contributing to hydrogen bonding (HB) interactions
with another uracil or other molecules [1,2]. It is well know that
the HB interactions are among the most important inter- and
intra-molecular interactions especially in living biological systems
[3]. Several interactions between biological molecules could be
taken place because of HB interactions, so HB is critical for the
building blocks of life [4]. The presence of HB interactions is also
essential for the proper ligand – receptor connections in drug
deliveries [5]. Furthermore, several specific chemical and biochem-
ical systems exist because of the strong and weak HB interactions
between molecular counterparts [6,7]. In addition to HB interac-
tions between hetero molecular counterparts, the properties for
HB interactions between homo molecules of nucleobases are also
important and they are worth to investigate [8–10]. In real sys-
tems, the first candidate for a nucleobase to interact is another
nucleobase molecule of the same type in a homo pair interacting
system [11]. The possibilities of existence and properties of homo
base pairs of uracil have been investigated by earlier studies [12–
15]. In fact, the effects of HB interactions on the original properties
of a molecule could be systematically investigated in paired sys-
tems, simply avoiding the complexity of multi component systems
[16]. The number of homo interacting uracil molecules could be
increased as dimer, trimer, and tetramer, up to polymers defining
their amorphous or crystalline structures [17]. Classical HBs are
defined between two atoms of nitrogen, oxygen, and fluorine elec-
tronegative atoms, but they could also exist between carbon atoms
as a non-classical type [18]. It is important to note that the weak
interactions are dominant to predict the three-dimensional struc-
tures of the complex systems [19]. In complementary to experi-
mental measurements, quantum chemical calculations could
yield insightful information for the weak HBs properties in paired
systems [20]. As a matter of fact, computational results could be
considered either prior to the experiments to predict and/or after
the experiments to understand and interpret the molecular sys-
tems [21,22].

Within this work, possible molecular pairs of 5-fluorouracil (FU)
(Figs. 1–3) through HB interactions are investigated from first-
principles calculations based on density functional theory (DFT).
FU, which has been used for therapies of various types of cancers
for a long time, is a carbon-five fluorinated derivative of uracil
nucleobase [23]. FU is an efficient drug for cancer therapies, but
several side effects were reported for the patients using this drug
[24]. Therefore, characterization and understanding of the elec-
tronic and structural properties of FU is still an appealing topic of
research [25–27]. Parallel to original uracil, FU molecules could
also contribute to classical and non-classical HB interactions to
make FU pairs. Using this possibility, we investigated various types
of the HB interacted pairs of FU including C@O� � �HAN, C@O� � �HAC,
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Fig. 1. The optimized geometry of the lone 5-fluorouracil (FU).
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CAF� � �HAN, and CAF� � �HAC interactions. The major goal of this
work is to characterize the stable configurations as well as the
properties of homo pairs of FU (Figs. 2 and 3) to recognize the
effects of HB interactions on the atomic and molecular level prop-
erties of FU. To this aim, various parameters (Tables 1–4) have
been evaluated for lone and paired FU structures including the dif-
ferent conditions of paired FU structures in order to compare HB
effects on the original properties.
2. Computational details

DFT computations of this work have been done employing the
B3LYP exchange–correlation functional and the 6-311++G⁄⁄ stan-
Fig. 2. The optimized geometries of the FU pairs thr
dard basis set as implemented in the Gaussian 98 package [28].
The investigated models are the singular FU (Fig. 1) and all possible
HB interacted homo molecular pairs (Figs. 2 and 3). Two sets of FU
pairs have been constructed including only O� � �H interactions for
the first set (Fig. 2) and O� � �H/F� � �H interactions for the second
set (Fig. 3). Note that all possibilities for making homo molecular
pairs have been considered to make the FU pairs in eleven available
forms (Figs. 2 and 3). The model structures including singular FU
and various pairs have been optimized to obtain the corresponding
minimum energy structures, in which the optimized structures
and bond lengths are exhibited in the panels of Figs. 1–3. To con-
firm the global minimum points, frequency calculations have been
also performed for the optimized structures; all structures have
been approved. Even though the 6-311++G⁄⁄ is a large-size basis
set, the basis set superposition error (BSSE) has been still examined
for the models [29,30], and the results show that the changes of
magnitudes of energies are almost negligible. The properties of
optimized structures including total energies (ET), binding energies
(EB), energy levels for the highest occupied and the lowest unoccu-
pied molecular orbitals (EHOMO and ELUMO), magnitudes of energy
differences for receiving and releasing one electron (DEET� and
DEET+), and dipole moments (DM) are listed in Table 1. The magni-
tudes for total energies, molecular orbital energies, and dipole
moments have been directly obtained from computational results.
To evaluate the binding energies, the energy differences between
the obtained total energy of each pair and the duplicated energy
of singular FU have been used. For energy differences in one elec-
tron transferring, the single point energies have been calculated for
ough C@O� � �HAN hydrogen bonds; panels a–f.



Fig. 3. The optimized geometries of the FU pairs through CAF� � �HAN, CAF� � �HAC, C@O� � �HAC, and C@O� � �HAN hydrogen bonds; panels g–k.

Table 1
Binding energies (EB), energy levels for the highest occupied and the lowest
unoccupied molecular orbitals (EHOMO and ELUMO), magnitudes of energy differences
for receiving and releasing one electron (DEET� and DEET+), (all in eV) and dipole
moments (DM) of optimized structures.a

Model EB EHOMO ELUMO DEET� DEET+ DM

Monomer – �7.322 �1.993 0.074 9.508 4.214

(a) 1� � �2 �0.816 �7.364 �2.076 �0.609 8.910 0.003
(b) 3� � �4 �0.648 �7.174 �2.057 �0.497 8.835 8.266
(c) 5� � �6 �0.525 �7.268 �1.882 �0.416 8.802 0.006
(d) 7� � �8 �0.679 �7.127 �2.243 �0.584 8.796 7.570
(e) 9� � �10 �0.520 �7.217 �1.983 �0.461 8.747 4.958
(f) 11� � �12 �0.523 �7.168 �2.013 �0.511 8.697 0.002

(g) 13� � �14 �0.351 �6.723 �2.709 �0.799 8.677 10.172
(h) 15� � �16 �0.326 �7.432 �2.138 �0.623 8.977 0.986
(i) 17� � �18 �0.239 �7.193 �2.153 �0.554 8.862 8.562
(j) 19� � �20 �0.263 �7.151 �2.265 �0.625 8.831 7.284
(k) 21� � �22 �0.153 �7.447 �2.143 �0.668 8.972 0.063

a See Figs. 1�3 for the model structures.

Table 2
Quadrupole coupling constants for N and O atoms of uracil and 2-thiouracil (CQ/MHz).

Model N1 N3 O2 O4

Uracila 4.04 3.80 8.57 9.79
Exp. 3.74b 3.74b 7.61c 7.85c

Comput. 3.89d 3.56d 8.60c 9.82c

2-Thiouracila 3.70 3.47 9.80
Exp.e 3.41 3.12
Comput.e 3.51 3.22

a This work, B3LYP/6-311++G⁄⁄ computations.
b Ref. [38].
c Ref. [2], B3LYP/6-311++G⁄⁄ computations.
d Ref. [37], equilibrium values, (all)CCSD(T)/wCVTZ computations.
e Ref. [35], equilibrium values, CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ computations.
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the ionic forms and then the energy differences between the ionic
and neutral forms have been calculated.

To better recognize the changes of properties for the investi-
gated FU pairs through HB interactions, quadrupole coupling con-
stants (CQ) have been evaluated for each atom of the optimized
singular FU and paired structures (Tables 3 and 4). The magnitudes
of CQ imply for the interaction energies between nuclear electric
quadrupole moment (Q) and electric field gradient (EFG) tensors
(|qzz| > |qyy| > |qxx|) at the electronic sites of atoms [31]. To calculate
the exact magnitudes for CQ, the equation CQ (MHz) = e2Qqzzh

�1 is
used, in which the standard values for Q are employed [32]. The
CQ properties could yield insightful information about the charac-
teristics of matters because the originated EFG tensors from the
electronic sites of atoms could indicate the effect of any perturba-
tion [33,34]. Electrons are partially shared between atoms to make
HB interactions; therefore, the CQ properties could determine the
atomic contributions to the HB interactions [33,34]. The magni-
tudes of CQ could be experimentally measured by nuclear quadru-
pole resonance (NQR) spectroscopy and they could be also



Table 3
Quadrupole coupling constants for H and C atoms (CQ/kHz).a

Model H1 H3 H6 C2 C4 C5 C6

Monomer 269 262 212 1970 2498 3444 2264

(a) 1� � �2 197
[197]

261
[261]

210
[210]

2116
[2116]

2529
[2529]

3425
[3425]

2313
[2313]

(b) 3� � �4 269
[205]

202
[261]

212
[211]

2119
[2094]

2456
[2497]

3356
[3474]

2254
[2274]

(c) 5� � �6 269
[269]

209
[209]

212
[212]

2094
[2094]

2485
[2485]

3411
[3411]

2244
[2244]

(d) 7� � �8 268
[204]

200
[261]

211
[211]

2002
[2098]

2723
[2504]

3504
[3474]

1674
[2295]

(e) 9� � �10 269
[269]

207
[209]

211
[212]

1992
[2099]

2679
[2472]

3471
[3405]

2275
[2238]

(f) 11� � �12 269
[269]

207
[207]

211
[211]

1998
[1998]

2685
[2685]

3489
[3489]

2274
[2274]

(g) 13� � �14 267
[238]

259
[263]

210
[203]

1989
[1980]

2366
[2526]

2378
[3594]

2359
[2313]

(h) 15� � �16 268
[252]

262
[261]

190
[211]

1981
[2048]

2498
[2502]

4079
[3406]

2755
[2320]

(i) 17� � �18 269
[269]

262
[248]

193
[212]

1977
[2047]

2494
[2464]

3872
[3374]

2718
[2271]

(j) 19� � �20 269
[268]

262
[248]

193
[211]

1977
[1987]

2499
[2620]

3894
[3476]

2733
[2301]

(k) 21� � �22 268
[268]

262
[262]

206
[206]

1979
[1979]

2503
[2503]

3766
[3766]

2446
[2446]

a See Figs. 1–3 for the model structures and atoms numbers.

Table 4
Quadrupole coupling constants for N, O and F atoms (CQ/kHz).a

Model N1 N3 O2 O4 F

Monomer 4281 3852 8495 9775 68,019

(a) 1� � �2 3441
[3441]

3736
[3736]

7950
[7950]

9731
[9731]

67,957
[67,957]

(b) 3� � �4 4235
[3518]

3178
[3754]

8028
[8129]

10,039
[9725]

67,797
[67,895]

(c) 5� � �6 4233
[4233]

3234
[3234]

8198
[8198]

9978
[9978]

67,771
[67,771]

(d) 7� � �8 4138
[3486]

3169
[3752]

8699
[8108]

9209
[9715]

68,155
[67,899]

(e) 9� � �10 4188
[4242]

3223
[3239]

8644
[8181]

9422
[10,001]

68,118
[67,757]

(f) 11� � �12 4184
[4184]

3225
[3224]

8666
[8666]

9393
[9394]

68,112
[68,112]

(g) 13� � �14 4168
[3761]

3780
[3842]

8589
[8566]

9497
[9654]

67,852
[67,806]

(h) 15� � �16 4157
[4001]

3865
[3796]

8543
[8362]

9684
[9773]

66,820
[66,058]

(i) 17� � �18 4182
[4260]

3864
[3662]

8506
[8365]

9716
[9909]

67,260
[67,982]

(j) 19� � �20 4167
[4205]

3864
[3662]

8512
[8601]

9704
[9605]

67,245
[68,127]

(k) 21� � �22 4218
[4218]

3856
[3856]

8534
[8534]

9724
[9724]

73,668
[73,668]

a See Figs. 1–3 for the model structures and atoms numbers.
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reproduced by computations [31]. It is an advantage of high level
quantum chemical calculations to produce reliable spectroscopic
properties prior to experiments for predictions, or after the exper-
imental achievements for better explanations of the results
[21,22]. To validate the obtained results of this work, the values
were compared with the achievements of parallel studies on the
uracil-related compounds, in which the overall achievements are
compatible [2,13,14,35–37]. The fluoride functional group makes
FU as a different structure in comparison with uracil or other
derivatives especially in the interacting systems; therefore, the
results of monomer are preferred to be compared in this case. In
an earlier work [14], the dependencies of CQ properties of temper-
ature of crystallization were investigated by DFT calculations, in
which the values of CQ properties of atoms were significantly dif-
ferent compering to structures at different temperatures. In order
to validate our methodology, we compared the available calculated
and experimental values of CQ properties for uracil and 2-thiouracil
with the B3LYP/6-311++G⁄⁄ results (Table 2). It is shown that CQ of
nitrogen atoms are closer to the experiments than those of oxygen
atoms, which are overestimated by computations as mentioned
before [2]. However, our equilibrium CQ parameters are similar to
previously reported DFT ones for oxygen atoms of uracil [2], and
agree well with CCSD (T) estimates for nitrogen atoms of uracil
[37] and 2-thiouracil [35]. Since we are comparing the results with
paired models, this overestimation could be somehow neglected as
the amount of changes of magnitudes through paired structures
are important for us. It is noted that the mission of computational
studies in not only to regenerate the exact values of experimental
properties, but also to interpret what is happening inside the com-
plex systems which is the main aim of this work. In the case of
reproducing the exact experimental parameters, the model system
in computations could be considered as much similar to real envi-
ronment as possible in addition to a good theoretical method. In
addition to employed theoretical levels, crystallographic informa-
tion, investigating possible positions for other molecules around
the target one, and solvent media are all very much important to
reproduce better comparable parameters with the experiments
[2,9,29]. In some cases, the computed results could also help to
understand what happens in the real systems by modifying the
molecular system of exploring crystalline effects [39]. However,
in all cases, having the standard theoretical methodologies are
important to achieve the purpose.
3. Results and discussion

The results of computations on singular FU (Fig. 1) and two sets
of paired molecules (Figs. 2 and 3) are summarized in Tables 1–4
and the optimized bond lengths are directly exhibited for the cor-
responding bonds in the panels of figures. There are six atomic
positions in FU possible for interactions with other molecules like
another FU through HBs. Therefore, all possibilities of intermolec-
ular interactions have been considered to make paired molecules
of FU according to examining contributions of all atomic positions
to the HB interactions. The amine nitrogen atoms and the keto oxy-
gen atoms are the main positions for making strong HB interac-
tions. Moreover, the fluorine atom and the hydrogen atom
number six are the other possible positions for contributing to
HB interactions. As a result, the paired structures are divided into
two sets of pairs based on types of interactions; the first set
includes only keto – amine interactions (Fig. 2) whereas the fluo-
rine atoms and the hydrogen atom number six also participate in
HB interactions in addition to keto – amine interactions in the sec-
ond set (Fig. 3). The optimized geometries of paired molecules
show that the intermolecular distance between two molecules is
larger in the second set comparing with the first set. This is due
to the strength of HB interactions and also the positions of partic-
ipating atoms towards each other for contributing to interactions.
The eleven considered FU pairs are all in planar system. According
to the results of binding energies of Table 1, which are obtained by
energy differences between the paired and singular FU structures,
the most energetic binding is taken place for panel (a) and the least
energetic one is for panel (k). Comparing the binding energies of
the first and second sets of FU pairs indicates that the formations
of the first set, which are dependent on C@O� � �HAN type of HB
interactions, are more energetically favorable than the second
set, which are dependent on C@O� � �HAN, C@O� � �HAC, CAF� � �HAN,
and CAF� � �HAC types of HB interactions. The strength of binding is
reduced in the second set due to different types of participating HB
interactions whereas the strong classical HB interactions are only
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managing the properties for the first set of FU pairs. The trend of
the binding energies of two pairs set are in agreement with the
longer intermolecular distances of two molecules in the second
set in comparison with the first set.

The obtained energies of the molecular orbitals indicate that the
energy levels are changed among the molecular systems. From sin-
gular FU to molecular pairs, both the levels of HOMO and LUMO
and also the separations between the two levels are changed. In
all pair cases, the separations between HOMO and LUMO are
reduced in comparison to the singular FU. In order to estimate
the one-electron transferring of FU structures, the energy differ-
ences between neutral and ionic forms have been evaluated for
both singular FU and molecular pairs. The results indicated that
receiving electron is unfavorable for singular FU but it is improved
in the molecular pair cases as could be seen by the positive magni-
tude of energy difference for singular FU, but negative ones for the
paired molecules. Different behavior is observed in the magnitudes
of energy differences among anionic and cationic forms of the
investigated molecular pairs. Interestingly, the energy difference
magnitude for the cationic form is reduced in the pairs comparing
with the singular molecule. Different polarities are also observed
for the paired systems according the molecular orientations and
the participating atoms in the HB interactions. As highlighted
remarks of this section, it could be mentioned that the intra- and
inter-molecular geometries of FU structure have been changed
during the paired interactions. The planarity and non-planarity
have been both observed for the FU pairs. According to the evalu-
ated energies, the binding properties and also molecular orbital
levels all reflect the degree of HB interactions in the paired sys-
tems. Electronic properties regarding the separation of HOMO
and LUMO energy levels indicate the effects of HB types in the
paired systems. For electron transferring, fluctuations in the favor-
ability of receiving or releasing of one electron are observed for the
investigated molecular pairs of FU. Interestingly, for anionic form,
the non-favorability of singular FU to receive one electron is chan-
ged to favorability of receiving one electron in the FU pairs. Accord-
ing to the molecular orientations and the participating atoms in
the HB interactions, the polarities of molecular systems are chan-
ged among the pairs as indicated by the values of dipole moments.

In addition to molecular properties, atomic scale properties like
quadrupole coupling constants are also important. Among which,
obtained magnitudes of CQ (quadrupole coupling constants) could
reveal insightful information about the electronic properties of
matters at the atomic sites. The values of CQ for atoms of the inves-
tigated optimized models (Figs. 1–3) are summarized in Tables 3
and 4. Since the electronic sites of atoms are perturbed during
HB interactions, they could be well detected by the evaluated CQ
properties.

The first FU pair (Fig. 2, panel a) has only one type of
C@O� � �HAN HB interactions, in which similar atoms are con-
tributed to the intermolecular interactions. H1 and O2 are the
major atoms directly related to HB interactions showing similar
properties for two participating molecules. As it was mentioned
earlier, the HB interactions are taken place because of electrons
which were shared between the atoms. As could be seen from
the magnitudes of CQ, H1 and O2 both lose their electrons in com-
parison with the parallel situation in the singular FU structures.
Since the hydrogen atom has initial lack of electrons, the required
amounts of electrons for HB interactions are provided by N1 atom
as could be seen by a reduction of CQ for N1 atom from singular FU
to the first pair. Due to indirect effects of HB interactions on the
properties of heterocyclic ring, the status of electronic distribution
in the ring is changed as could be seen by changes of bond orders in
the figures. Parallel to this trend, the CQ’s are also changed for those
atoms not directly participated in the HB interactions. In fact, there
are no restrictions for electronic distributions in the chemical
structures and they could be influenced by any perturbations on
the original electronic distributions especially in the HB interacting
systems. Among the atoms, since hydrogen atoms have actually
lack of electrons, the changes of their properties because of indirect
effects are almost negligible in comparison with other atoms. The
lone pairs of electrons for nitrogen, oxygen, and fluorine atoms
make them proper sites for detection of changes to electronic dis-
tributions by indirect effects of HB interactions as could be seen by
comparisons of magnitudes for CQ properties in the singular FU and
molecular pairs. In the first molecular pair, the two counterparts
are in the same geometries as the participating atoms to HB inter-
actions are H1 and O2. For the second pair (Fig. 2, panel b), O2
atoms of both molecules contribute to HB interactions but H3
and H1 of molecules number 3 and 4 participate in the interac-
tions. Therefore, similar properties are not observed for the atoms
of counter-parting molecules. In comparison with the first pair, the
intermolecular distances are longer for the second one and smaller
magnitude of EB has been also observed in the earlier section.
Accordingly, smaller changes of magnitudes for CQ of O2 atoms
have been observed for the second pair in comparison with the first
pair. The properties for H3 and H1 of molecules FU3 and FU4 detect
the direct effects of HB interactions whereas those of H1 and H3 of
the same molecules are kept almost unchanged. As mentioned ear-
lier, the hydrogen plays as a bridge in the HB interactions original
bonded atom to H that is still very important as could be seen here
for N3 and N1 atoms of FU3 and FU4 respectively. The properties
for N3 and N1 are significantly reduced in comparison with the
original singular FU, meaning the supporting role of nitrogen
atoms to provide electrons for sharing in the HB interactions. The
changes for N1 and N3 in the same molecules of FU3 and FU4
are not significant as much as the changes for participating N
atoms in the HB interactions. Interestingly, it seems that the elec-
tron is induced in the site of O4 of FU3 as could be seen by increas-
ing of the CQ properties for this atom in the second pair regarding
the lone molecule.

One important disadvantage of FU is its unwanted side effects
for patients in the cancer therapies. Up to now, the results of the
two pairs of FU indicate that the properties of each of FU pairs
are not similar together, in which the properties for O4 atom is
drastically induced in the second pair. Moreover, other atoms,
which are not participated in the HB interactions, show the effects
of geometrical variations in their electronic properties. The fluorine
atom does not participate in HB interactions in the first set of pairs,
but still shows the indirect effects of changes of electronic distribu-
tions in the heterocyclic ring because of HB interactions. In the real
systems too many molecules are always gathered together; there-
fore, careful examinations of details of these gathering could be
important due to their representing electronic properties as could
be seen by the investigated pairs of FU. If the natures of molecules
could be well determined, their corresponding behaviors and prop-
erties might be manageable. In the third FU pair of the first set, FU5
and FU6 interact together through HB interactions between O2 and
H3 atoms. Similar atoms of the two molecules interact together in
this pair like the first FU pair but here H3 is participated instead of
H1 of first pair. Accordingly, N3 affected significantly by HB inter-
actions due to contribution of H3 in the intermolecular interac-
tions. Interestingly, the properties of two molecules are similar to
each other and the major effects are observed for the properties
of N3, H3, and O2 atoms in comparison with the evident molecule
of singular FU. The indirect effects are still observed for other mole-
cules especially for C2 atom which is existed in the interaction line
as connected to the O2 atoms. The changes of distributions of elec-
trons in the chemical structures of investigated models could be
seen by the dash lines besides the covalent bonds, which are
diverse for different bonds. The fourth FU pair (Fig. 2, panel d),
includes FU7 and FU8 molecules, which interact together through
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H3� � �O2 and O4� � �H1 interactions. The conditions of molecules for
interactions are different and the intermolecular distances are
something similar to the first FU pair. The atoms H3 and O4 of
FU7 and the atoms H1 and O2 of FU8 are in the frontiers of HB
interactions, in which their properties accordingly are affected sig-
nificantly. Two carbon atoms of both molecules are influenced con-
siderably compared to the previous paired models as could be seen
by their magnitudes of CQ. Interestingly, the effects for F atoms are
different from what was seen for previous models. The trends
again insist on the importance of geometrical properties on the
electronic responses of the corresponding structures. The atoms
N3 of FU7 and N1 of FU8 play the roles of electronic supporting
for their H atoms to participate in the HB interactions and the
changes of their properties are significant in comparison with the
singular FU. However, the changes for N1 of FU7 and N3 of FU8
are less significant in the investigated pair. The oxygen atom is
always a good atomic site for contributing to possible HB interac-
tions with other atoms and molecules and it plays a dominant role
in this case. The results indicate that the properties for O2 atom are
drastically changed by the inductions of electrons in this atomic
site of FU7.

It is important to note that inductions of electrons in the atomic
sites could increase the reactivity of that atom because of their dif-
ferent interactions with other molecules or atoms; hence, the side
effects might rise. The molecules FU9 and FU10 belong to the fifth
FU pair, in which H3 and O4 of FU9 and H3 and O2 of FU10 are
directly participated in the HB interactions. According to the
obtained CQ, the properties for N3 of both molecules are signifi-
cantly changed due to their supporting role for H atoms. The prop-
erties for O4 and O2 of FU9 and FU10 are also changed due to direct
effects of HB interactions. Within the current FU pair, the proper-
ties for O2 and O4 of FU9 and FU10 show the abnormal properties
of electron inductions in their atomic sites. Interestingly, this pair
is the most unstable one according to the binding energies among
the first set of FU pairs, in which the magnitudes for CQ properties
of oxygen atoms also reveal high reactivity for this one. For the
sixth FU pair of the first set (Fig. 2, panel f), the atomic sites of
two molecules are similar for the HB interactions; H3 and O4. Par-
allel to the results of the first and third pairs of Fig. 2, panels (a) and
(c), the properties of atoms are expected to be similar for two
molecular counterparts. For these types of similar FU pairs, the
intermolecular distances thorough two HB interacting atomic sites
are completely in the same magnitudes showing similarities of
properties for the molecular counterparts of each investigated
model. Moreover, the magnitudes of dipole moments are almost
zero for the similar FU pairs showing a kind of electronic distribu-
tion in the paired molecular system. In the sixth FU pair, O4 is con-
tributed to the HB interactions and the electron induction is still
observed for the O2 atoms in both molecules, in which the magni-
tudes of CQ properties are increased in the FU pair regarding the
singular FU. The properties of other atoms and also fluorine are
also changed due to the indirect effects of HB interactions. As con-
cluding remarks for the atomic properties of the first set of FU
pairs, trends could be listed as follows: According to the geometri-
cal properties, if similar atoms of two molecules interact with each
other, the intermolecular distance of two interacting sites are the
same. According to this geometrical similarity, the atomic proper-
ties of atoms are similar at the corresponding positions according
to the equal magnitudes of CQ properties for each atomic type.
Interestingly, the effects of HB interactions are observed for all
atomic structures but emphasized for the directly interacting
atoms. Moreover, the electron is induced for non-interacting oxy-
gen atom, which could make the structures more reactive but less
stable. It is important to note that there are two types of oxygen
atoms in the FU structure, O2 as urea type and O4 as amide type.
Therefore, the properties of these two oxygen atoms are initially
different according to their own types. In fact, the different distri-
butions of electrons separate the two types of oxygen atoms and
their behaviors will be also characteristic for each one. Nitrogen
atoms have supporting role for hydrogen atoms for contributing
to HB interactions and they detect remarkable effects. The carbon
atoms and also the fluorine atoms which are away from the HB
interactions regions also detect the effects by the HB interactions.
And finally, the molecular properties such as dipole moment could
be explained by the atomic properties as could be seen by the zero-
magnitude of dipole moment for the FU pairs with similar atomic
properties for atoms of each counterpart.

The second set of FU pairs (Fig. 3) include CAF� � �HAC,
CAF� � �HAN, and CAH� � �O@C types of HB interactions in addition
to the only C@O� � �HAN type of HB interactions for the first set.
The results are presented in Tables 3 and 4 and the figures are
showed in the panels g–k of Fig. 3. It is worth noting that, the
strength of HB interactions for the second set of FU pairs are
weaker than the first set according to their intermolecular geome-
tries and binding energies. Parallel to the results of geometries and
energies, the changes of magnitude for CQ properties in the HB
interactions are expected to be smaller than those of the first set.
FU13 and FU14 belong to the first pair of the second set (Fig. 3,
panel g), which are interacting each other through strong
C@O� � �HAN and weak CAF� � �HAC types of HB interactions. The
changes of CQ properties for interacting O4 and H1 atoms show
the effects of strong HB interactions but the properties for F and
H6 atoms indicate that the interactions are weak. The properties
for N1 of FU13 also confirm strong HB interactions for C@O� � �HAN
interaction. Here the changes of CQ properties for F and H6 atoms
are small but important for the weak HB interactions. It is impor-
tant to note that the electronic properties for atomic counterparts
of weak HB interactions are slightly changed and they could not be
easily measured, in which quantum computations could yield
insightful information for them. The second pair of the second
set involves FU15 and FU16 (Fig. 3, panel h), in which the changes
for CQ properties of H6 of FU15 and H1 of FU16 show that the HB
interactions are strong enough to be well considered. Interestingly,
CAH6� � �O2@C is a type of non-classical interactions but with nota-
ble effects on electronic properties. Interestingly, the changes for F
atom of FU15 indicate that the CAF� � �HAN is very well established
in this FU pair. The strength of CAF� � �HAN interaction is less than
C@O� � �HAN interaction but the changes of magnitudes for CQ
properties indicate that the interaction is important. The third pair
of the second set (Fig. 3, panel i), includes CAF� � �HAN and
CAH� � �O@C interactions, which are both important according to
their observed effects by changes of their CQ properties from the
original singular FU to this pair.

The HB type of CAH� � �O@C interaction is very important
because of its significant changes of properties. Here, it is again
observed that the CAF� � �HAN bond is weaker that the C@O� � �HAN
one but still strong enough to keep the molecules together in an
appropriate distance. In the next FU pair (Fig. 3, panel j), the situ-
ation is something similar to the last FU pair but O4 contributes to
HB interactions instead of O2 of the last pair. By the obtained
results, it could be understood that the role of H6 is dominant
for the HB interactions among the investigated FU pairs. Since H6
is considered as a contributor to weak HB interactions, revealing
the changes of its properties by the correct determinations of inter-
molecular interactions is very important. The final FU pair (Fig. 3,
panel k), includes the similar atomic sites for contributing to weak
HB interactions of CAF� � �HAC types. It seems that the F atom
attracts the shared electrons to its own side as could be seen by
the increased value of CQ in comparison with the singular FU mole-
cule. As concluding remarks of the second set of FU pairs, it could
be mentioned that effects of interactions reflected less on the
atomic properties in comparison to the first set of FU pairs. The
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weak HB interactions are taken place due to the dominant role of
H6 atom through CAH counterpart for HB interactions. The pla-
narity of FU pair could be perturbed as the O and F see each other
in a close distance and it causes molecular repulsion to find a bet-
ter intermolecular geometry. The electronic properties for non-
interacting oxygen atom is still induced but is less than the induc-
tion as was seen in the first set of FU pairs. The properties of other
non-interacting atoms could also be affected by the indirect effects
of HB interactions but slight changes due to longer distance of
intermolecular positions in the second set in comparison with
the first set. The weak HB interactions are well established in the
FU pairs, which are very well influenced by the changes of CQ
atomic properties.
4. Conclusions

We have performed DFT calculations on all possible structures
of FU pairs to investigate various types of HB interactions for these
systems. The obtained results by optimizations indicated that the
model structures could have different shapes according to their
interactions situations, but are in planar systems. Moreover, elec-
tron transferring properties are also changed from the singular
FU to paired molecules. The results indicated that the atomic CQ
properties could very well detect the effects of HB interactions
and they could also determine the strengths of HBs as weak or
strong ones. The roles of H atoms in the HB interactions to connect
the molecules together and also weak HB interactions are very well
investigated. And finally, although the regular types of HB interac-
tions are always important to be investigated, but irregular ones
are also important due to their activities in determining the struc-
tural forms of base pairs.
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